COTS & COMPACTUMS:
Our very popular sleigh cot is
very sturdy with a beautiful
smooth finish.

NATURAL PINE SLEIGH COT

WHITE SLEIGH COT

The drop-side cot can be made
(like the one in the photos) with
longer legs, which is kind to
parents' backs!

The sleigh cot base’s height is
adjustable to 3 levels. It can be
easily converted to a toddler bed
/ kiddie couch by removing one
side.
MAHOGANY SLEIGH COT

COT AS A COUCH / BED
ANTIQUE COT

NATURAL PINE COT

The cots take a medium baby cot
mattress (1270mm x 630mm).
We can supply top quality,
custom made, water-resistant
(soft, smooth taffeta material),
covered foam mattresses and
optional, removable, washable
polycotton covers at superb
prices.
COMPACTUMS:
This compactum has 4
large, deep drawers (900
x 900 x 600mm –drawer
depth.

WHITE
This one has 5 drawers, 2
small at the top and 3
large underneath.

This one has 4 drawers
and a cupboard with a
shelf.

NATURAL PINE

The “sleigh compactum”
has towel rails on either
side, a cupboard with a
shelf and 3 drawers.
It is 900 (high) x 950 (top
width) [but the entire unit
with its sleigh "wings" is
1150 wide] x 615 (wide
/deep)

The drawers have
telescopic runners to allow
unrestricted access right
to the back of the drawer.

ANTIQUE COMPACTUM

WHITE COMPACTUM

EXTRA-WIDE COMPACTUM

Below are sample photos
showing our stains
(mahogany, antique and
honey-oak). All of our
finishes are smooth and
sealed using non-toxic,
high quality products.

Cots come flat packed, which makes transport
minimal and are easy to assemble, with pre-drilled
holes and screws and fittings included. Or you are
most welcome to fetch items from the factory flatpacked or assembled (compactums cannot be flatpacked).

ANTIQUE

HONEY-OAK

MAHOGANY

WHITEWASH

Our prices exclude Vat and delivery from George; prices quoted are valid for 14
days.

